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THE BOUNDED AND THIN WHITEHEAD THEOREMS

DOUGLAS R. ANDERSON AND HANS J0RGEN MUNKHOLM

(Communicated by James E. West)

Abstract. This paper deals with finite-dimensional CW complexes equipped

with reference maps to a fixed metric space and maps between such complexes

that respect the reference maps up to a bounded distortion. We prove two

Whitehead Theorems for such maps /. The Bounded Whitehead Theorem

allows one to decide whether / is a bounded homotopy equivalence. The Thin

Whitehead Theorem allows one to decide when a map of bound zero admits

homotopy inverses of arbitrarily small bound (also on the homotopies). Both

theorems come in two versions: One that deals with homotopy in all dimensions;

one where homotopy in dimensions at least two is replaced by homology of

"universal covers".

0. Introduction

Let Z be a metric space with metric p. For any z £Z and any r > 0, let

B(z, r) = {y £ Z \ p(y, z) < r} . For simplicity, we denote B(z, r) by B and

for any number d > 0, let Bd = B(z, r + d).'

A pair (X, p) with X a finite-dimensional CW complex and p: X —> Z a

continuous map is called a bounded CW complex over Z if there is a number

dx with diamp(e) < dx for every cell e in X. A map /: (X, p) -» (Y, q)
between two such spaces is bounded with bound d(f) > 0 if p(qf(x), p(x)) <

d(f) for any x £ X (cf. [Pe] or [AMI, p. 44]). It is called a homotopy equiv-
alence of bound d if d(f) < d and there are bounded maps g: (Y, q) —>

(X,p), 77: (X x I, pn)^(X,p), and G: (Y xi, qn) - (Y, q), all of bound
d, with 77: 1* - gf and G: ly ~ fg. Here n is a projection on the first

factor.
Let /: (X, p) —> (Y, q) be a bounded map. We say that n„(f) is an (a, b)-

isomorphism if a  is a bound for / and for every ball B c Z  and every
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x £ p~xB ,imju C imfu and ker^o, C ker70* in the diagram

nn(p~xB,x)   -^    nn(q-xB",f(x))

(0.1) 70. j 71.

nn(p-xB\x) —-^ nn(q~xBa+b,f(x))
f\.

If 77 = -1, we say that n-X(f) is an (a, b)-isomorphism if a is a bound for

/ and for every ball B C Z with q~xB ^ 0 , p~xBb ^ 0.

We say that Hn(f) is an (a, b)-isomorphism if a is a bound for /, and for

every ball B C Z and every x £ p~xB, imjXt C imfXt and ker^, c ker jo.

in the diagram

Hn(X(x,B))   -£-    Hn(Y(f(x),Ba))

(0.2) 70. j 71.

Hn(X(x,Bb)) —- Hn(Y(f(x),Ba+b))
/,.

Here X(x, F) = P(p~xB, x)/~ is the space of paths in p~xB starting at x

modulo homotopy relative to endpoints, the other spaces are defined similarly,

and j, and j, (i = 0, 1) are induced by the obvious maps of path spaces.

We think of X(x, B) as the "universal cover" of the component of p~xB

containing x (cf. [AM2, Example 1.12]).
This paper proves the following two theorems:

Bounded Whitehead Theorem. A bounded map f: (X, p) —► (Y, q) between

bounded CW complexes over a metric space Z is a bounded homotopy equiva-

lence if and only if there is a pair (a, b) so that n„(f) is an (a, b)-isomorphism

for 77 = -1, 0, 1 and either

(1) n„(f) is an (a, b)-isomorphism for all n > 2; or

(2) H„(f) is an (a, b)-isomorphism for all n>2.

Furthermore for every pair of nonnegative integers (N, M) there is a lin-

ear function Lfl/tM(dx, d2, d^, d*) such that if f satisfies the above conditions
relative to (a, b) then f is a bounded homotopy equivalence with bound

Ln,m(Q, b, dx, dy), where N = dimZ, Af = dimY, and dx and dy are
bounds on the cell sizes in X and Y, respectively.

A bounded map /: (X, p) -»■ (Y, q) is called a thin homotopy equivalence
if d(f) = 0 and / is a bounded homotopy equivalence of bound e for every

e>0.

Thin Whitehead Theorem. A bounded map f: (X, p) -» (Y, q) between
bounded CW complexes over a metric space Z is a thin homotopy equivalence
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if and only if for every e > 0, nn(f) is a (0, e)-isomorphism for n = -1, 0, 1

and either

(1) nn(f) is a (0, e)-isomorphism for all n > 2; or

(2) H„(f) is a (0, ^-isomorphism for all n>2.

1. Reduction to the case of an inclusion

In this section we use a mapping cylinder argument to reduce the proof of the

"if part of the Bounded Whitehead Theorem to the case where /: (X, p) —>

(Y, q) is the inclusion of a subcomplex and p — qf. To make the relevant

mapping cylinder into a bounded CW complex, we prove a Bounded Cellular

Approximation Theorem. We also study the behavior of the hypotheses and

conclusion of the Bounded Whitehead Theorem under the elementary changes

needed to pass from /, via a cellular approximation to /, to an inclusion. The

first two lemmas address the latter question. Although the bounds obtained are

not necessarily best possible, the important feature is that they depend linearly

on the given bounds.

Lemma 1.1. Let f, f: (X, p) —> (Y, q) and g: (Y, q) -» (W, r) be bounded
maps and 77: / ~ /' be a bounded homotopy of bound c.

(i) If f and g are homotopy equivalences of bounds a and b respectively,

then gf is a homotopy equivalence of bound 2(a + b).

(ii) If f is a homotopy equivalence of bound a and c > a, then f is a
homotopy equivalence of bound a + c.

(iii) If a is a bound for f, then lx: (X, p)-> (X, qf) and lx:(X,qf)->
(X, p) both have bound a. Hence they are homotopy equivalences (indeed,

homeomorphisms) of bound a.

Proof. We leave the details to the reader after noticing that if H: f ~ f and

K: f ~ f" , then the combined homotopy H*K: f ~ f" has bound d(H*K) =
max(d(H), d(K)).

Lemma 1.2. Let f, f, g, and 77 be as in Lemma 1.1.

(i) Suppose n„(f) is an (a, b)-isomorphism. If a' > a, then n„(f) is

an (a', b + a' - a)-isomorphism. If a" < a and a" is a bound for f, then

n„(f) is an (a", b + a -a")-isomorphism. If V > b, then n„(f) is an (a, b')-

isomorphism. If n„(g) is a (d, e)-isomorphism, then gf is an (a + d,b + e)-

isomorphism.

(ii) If f is a homotopy equivalence of bound a, then n„(f) is an (a, 4a)-

isomorphism.

(iii) If n„(f) is an (a, b)-isomorphism, then nn(f: (X, qf) -> (Y, q)) is a

(0, 2a + b)-isomorphism.

(iv) If n„(f) is an (a, bfisomorphism and c > a, then n„(f) is a (c,b +
c - a)-isomorphism.

Similar results hold for H„(~).
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Proof. We prove only the "surjectivity" part of (ii). Let h: (Y, q) -* (X, p) be

a homotopy inverse for / and 77: lx ~ hf and K: lY - fh be homotopies

of bound a. For any x £ X and y £ 7, let x(x) - H(x, -) and K(y) =

K(y, -). Then x(x) is a Path in X from x to hf(x) and K(y) is a path in
Y from y to //?.(>>). Let B C.Z be a ball and x £ p~xB. Then y - y(x) -
f(x(x))~x * K(f(x)) is a 1°°P i° Q~xB3a based at /(x) and for any r > a,

there is a commutative diagram

^(p-^+'-.A/Cx)) «-^-    nn(q-xBr,f(x))

7W,"1 W.

^(p-'F/^x)      —^—> 7r„(«-,fi2a^,/(jc))

where 7 is an inclusion. Thus, for any a e nn(q~xBr, f(x)), y#j*(a) £ im/,.

If iff G HBte~1*fl,/(*))» let a = yj1^) e nn(q-xB3a, f(x)). Then for

r = 3a, j;(/5) = y#j*(a) £ im[/,: nn(p~xB4a , x) -» n„(q~xB5a , f(x))] by the

above. The "surjectivity" of n„(f) follows.

A pair of bounded CW complexes over Z is a triple (Y, C, q) with (Y, q) a

bounded CW complex and C a subcomplex. We say nn(Y, C, q) b-vanishes

if for every ball B c Z and every c G ^r'F n C, nn(q~xB, ^_1F n C, c)

—► nn(q~{Bb, q~xBb n C, c) is trivial. We extend this terminology to the

case 77 = -1 by saying that 7r_i(F, C, <?) b-vanishes if 7r_i(z) is a (0, />)-

isomorphism where 1: (C, o|C) -+ (Y, q) is the inclusion. There are similar

notions for bounded CW complexes, rather than pairs, and for homology.

The following version of Lemma 10.6 [AMI, p. 93] is used in proving the

Bounded Cellular Approximation Theorem. We consider pairs of bounded CW

complexes (X, A, p) and (Y, C, q), and for any integer 77 > 0, set X^nX =

A U XW where X^l is the 77-skeleton of X.

Lemma 1.3. Let h: (X^xOuX^-^xI, X^-xxxl, pn) ^ (Y, C, q) be a map

of bound d(h). Suppose that nn(Y, C, q) d-vanishes for some d > 0, and if

77 = 0, suppose also that n_x(Y, C, q) d-vanishes. Then there is an extension of
h, 77: (Xx-nXxI,Xx-nXxl,pn)^(Y, C, q), ofbound d(H) = 3d(h)+2dx+3d.

Proof. It suffices to extend h over e x I for any 77-cell e of X - A. Let

tf>: (Dn, Sn~x) -+ (XW, Xi"-1!) be a characteristic map for e, and let \p be

the composite

(TruS"-1 x7,S"-' x 1)

'"W"')*1, (IW xOulHl x 7, Xt"-'! x 1) -*♦ (F, C).

If 77 > 1, we let c £ C be y/(*, 1) where * e S"~x is the basepoint. If

77 = 0, we use the ^-vanishing of %-X(Y, C, q) to choose a point c £ C with

p(q(c), qy/(D0)) < d. In either case, let z = q(c) £ Z and let

B = B(z,2d(h) + dx + d).

Then y/ represents an element [y/] £ n„(q~xB, q~xBnC, c). Since this group

(or pointed set) af-vanishes, [y/] maps to zero when we replace B by Bd ; so
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h\(e x 0 U de x I) extends to a map e x I —> q~lBd . This defines H with the

bound claimed.

Using Lemma 1.3 inductively, one easily proves the following version of

Theorem 10.1 [AMI, p. 92]. Cells of dimension > r can be handled because

nn(Y, Y, q)  0-vanishes.

Proposition 1.4. For any integer N > 0 there is a linear function L^(dx, d2, d-f)

for which the following holds: Let f: (X, A, p) —> (Y, C, q) be a map of bound
d(f) between pairs of bounded CW complexes with dim(X - A) = N. Suppose
also that for some integer r > 0, n„(Y, C, q) d-vanishes for -1 <n<r. Then

there exists a homotopy H: ((X, A) x I, pn) -» (Y, C, q) relative to A and

with bound d(H) = LN(d(f) ,dx,d) such that H(-, 0) = / a77d g = H(-, 1)
maps XlrX into C.

Applying Proposition 1.4 to the identity map of (Y, C, q) yields the first of
the following corollaries.

Corollary 1.5. For any integer N > 0 there is a linear function LN(dx, df) for

which the following holds: Let (Y, C, q) be a pair of bounded CW complexes

with dim(F-C) = yV and for which n„(Y, C, q) d-vanishes for -1 < n < N.
Then there is a strong deformation retraction of (Y, q) onto (C, q\C) of bound

LN(dY, d)

Corollary 1.6 (Bounded Cellular Approximation Theorem). For any pair (N, M)

of nonnegative integers, there is a linear function Lu>M(dx ,d2,df) for which

the following holds: Let f:(X,A,p)—*(Y,C,q) be a map of bound d(f)
between pairs of bounded CW complexes with dim(X - A) = N, dim(F - C)
= Af. Then there exists a homotopy 77: ((X, A)xl, pn) -+ (Y, C, q), relative

to A and of bound d(H) - LN>M(d(f), dx, dY), such that H(-, 0) = /, and
g = 77(-, 1) maps XW into y["] for every n > 0.

Proof. For each ball B C Z , let YB be the smallest subcomplex of Y contain-
ing q~xB. Then q~xB C YB C q~xBMdr, so nn(Y, Y^, q) AfoV-vanishes

for -1 < 77 < r and r > 0 (an easy special argument is needed for n = -1).

We assume, for some r > -I, that we have a homotopy 77r: ((X, A) x

I, pn) -» (Y, C, q) relative to A and of bound d(Hr) and such that Hr(-, 0)

= / and gr = Hr(-, 1) maps X™ into Y™ for -I < n < r. We ap-

ply Proposition 1.4 to gr: (X, X[rX, p) -* (Y, Y[r+X], q) and get a homotopy

77r: gr ~ gr+x relative to Xl'l, of bound d(hr) - LN(d(gr), dx, Mdy) and such

that gr+x(X^r+xx) C y[r+1l. Let 77r+i be 7L followed by hr. Since 77_, = fn,

d(H_x) = d(f). Since d(gr) = d(Hr), an easy induction establishes the desired

type of bound for 77 = 77^.

Let f: (X, p) —> (Y, q) satisfy the conditions in the ("if part of the)

Bounded Whitehead Theorem for the pair (a, b). By Corollary 1.6, there is a

cellular map g homotopic to / via a homotopy of bound LNyM(a, dx, dy).
By Lemma 1.1 (ii), it suffices to obtain the conclusion for g. By Lemma 1.2

(iv), if n„(f) is an (a, /3)-isomorphism, then n„(g) is an (L, b + L - a)-

isomorphism for L = LN,ji/(a, dx, dy) ■ A similar statement holds for 77„(/)
and H„(g).

Hence we may assume that / is cellular so that its mapping cylinder has a
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natural CW structure. The standard factorization of / is

(X,p) -±> (X, qf) -i* (M(f),qr) -U (Y, q)

where 1* is a homotopy equivalence of bound d(f), the canonical inclusion

7 has bound 0, and the canonical retraction r is a homotopy equivalence of

bound 0 with the standard homotopy inverse j. Since i ~ jflx by a ho-

motopy of bound 0, if 7i„(/) (respectively Hn(f)) is an (a, b) -isomorphism,

then 7r„(7) (respectively H„(i)) is a (2a, 2a + />)-isomorphism by Lemma 1.2.

Finally, if i is a homotopy equivalence of bound d, then / is a homotopy

equivalence of bound 2(d + d(f)) by Lemma 1.1. This completes the reduction

step.

2. The proofs of the Bounded and Thin Whitehead Theorems

The "only if part of both Whitehead Theorems is left to the reader. The "if

part of the Thin Theorem is an immediate corollary of the Bounded Theorem.

Indeed for any e > 0, one may choose 3 > 0 with L^, a/(0 , d2, d^, d*) < e

whenever d, < 3 (i = 2, 3, 4). Then one only has to subdivide X and Y to

get dx and dy less than 3.
By the results of § 1, we need only prove the "if part of the Bounded White-

head Theorem for the case of an inclusion i: (X, p) —> (Y, q) with p = qi.

The proof of the following lemma is an easy exercise.

Lemma 2.1. Let (Y, X, q) be a pair ofCW complexes over Z . Then

(i) If nk(i) is a (0, b)-isomorphism for k = n - I, n and some n > 0,

then n„(Y, X, q)  2b-vanishes.
(ii) If nk(Y, X, q)   b-vanishes for k = n, n + 1  and some n > 0, then

n„(i) is a (0, b)-isomorphism.

Let 7 satisfy Condition (1) in the Bounded Whitehead Theorem. By Lemma

1.2 (i), we may assume a = 0. Since n„(Y, X, q) 2/3-vanishes for n > -1 ,

the result follows from Corollary 1.5. Note that the assumptions concerning

nn(i) for i < 1 are needed to conclude that nn(Y, X, q) 2/>vanishes for

n < 2.
If i satisfies Condition (2) in the Bounded Whitehead Theorem, we need the

following weak form of a Bounded Hurewicz Theorem (cf. [Ch]) to finish the

proof:

Proposition 2.2. For each integer M > 0, there is a linear function L\i(dx, d2, d^)

for which the following holds: Let (Y, X, q) be a bounded pair of CW complexes

over Z with inclusion i: (X, p) —> (Y, q) where p - q\Y, and let a, b be real

numbers such that

(i)   n„(i) is an (a, b)-isomorphism for n = -1, 0, 1 and

(ii)   H„(i) 75a77 (a, b)-isomorphism for all n > 2.

Then n„(i) is a (0, L)-isomorphism for all n>-l for L = LdimY(a, b, dy).

Proof. By Lemma 1.2(i), we may assume a — 0. Then Proposition 2.2 is really

a statement about the behavior of the functors nn(-, x) (with x £ p~xB) and
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Hn(—) applied to one of the diagrams

p~xB   ——»   q~xB P(p~xB,x)/~   —l—*   P(q~xB,x)/~

incl incl irid incl

p-\Bb -► q~xBb F(p-'F6,x)/~ -► P(q~xBb,x)/~
i i

Let YB be the smallest subcomplex of Y containing q~xB (cf. [AM2, Ex-

ample 1.6]) and notice that q~xB CljC q-\giimYdY These inclusions and

the corresponding ones in X allow us to concentrate instead on the results of

applying 7i„(-,x) and H„(-) to diagrams of the form

XB  —'—+   YB P(XB,x)/~   —*— P(YB,x)/~

incl incl i^d ir^l

XBb   -y  YBb P(XBb , x)/~ -► P(YBb , x)/~
i i

Thus we assume that Hn(i) is a (0, /3)-isomorphism for n > 2, and we have

to show that n„(i) is a (0, L)-isomorphism for n >2.

We note that Y(x, B) — P(YB, x)/~ is the (honest) universal covering space

of the component of YB containing x. Let 7:: X(x, B) -* Y(x, B) be the in-

clusion of the image of i: X(x, B) -* Y(x, B) and n: X(x, B) —> X(x, B) the

corresponding quotient map. Since X(x, B) = P(XB, x)/~ where ~ denotes

homotopy in YB relative to endpoints and since nx(i) is a (0,/3)-isomorphism,

there is ajnap g: X(x_, B) -> X(x, Bb) such that gn: X(x, B) -* X(x,Bb)

and ng: X(x, B) —> X(x, Bb) are induced by the inclusion B C Bb . From

this and the fact that each X(x, B) is simply connected, it is easily seen that

for d = 2b

(i)   nx(X)  rf-vanishes; and
(ii)   77„(7) is a (0, a')-isomorphism for all n > 2 .

Lemma 2.3. There is a linear function Lnt(d) so that nn(i) is a (0, Lu(d))-

isomorphism for all n > 2 a770" Af = dimY.

Since the projections (X(x, B), x) —> (XB, x) and (Y(x, B), x) -» (YB, x),

induce isomorphisms on n„(-) (for n >2) that are compatible with the homo-

morphisms induced by "inclusions" of the form (x, B) —► (x, Bd), it follows

from Lemma 2.3 that n„(i) is a (0, Lm(d))-isomorphism for all tz > 2. This

completes the proof of Proposition 2.2.

Proof of Lemma 2.3. For notational simplicity, let Y(x, B) = U(x, B),

X(x,B) = F(x,F),and T = j. Then (U(x,B), V(x, B)) is a pair of pointed
CW complexes of dimension at most Af. Because of (i), (ii) actually holds for
all « > 0. Hence by the homology version of Lemma 2.1, Hn(U, V) 2d-
vanishes for all « > 0 and by Lemma 2.1, it suffices to show that nn(U, V)

LA/(o')-vanishes for 77 > 2. Let n >2, and assume inductively that for some

linear function L„ , nk(U, V) L„(d)-vanishes for 0 < k < n . An inspection

of the homotopy exact sequence for (U(x, B), V(x, B)) shows that we may
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take L2(d) — 0. For the inductive step, it suffices to show that the Hurewicz

map tp: n„(U, V) —> Hn(U, V) is a (0, c„d)-isomorphism for a suitable con-

stant c„.
Our proof for this follows [S, pp. 387 ff]. We recall that for any pair of

pointed spaces (Y, B) and any integer m > 0, A(7, B)(m) is the subcomplex

of the singular chain complex A(Y) generated by singular simplices a: Aq —► Y

that take all vertices to * and the w-skeleton into B. Let 77im)(7, B) =

77,(A(F, B)M/A(Y, B)^nA(B)). A result of [S, p. 394] shows that for any
(x, B) with p(x) £ B C Z , the Hurewicz map <p(x, B) fits into a commutative

diagram

nn(U(x,B),V(x,B))   ^^l      Hn(U(x,B),V(x,B))

1*(x,B) nH(x,B)

n'n(U(x,B),V(x,B)) -► Hnn-x)(U(x,B),V(x,B))
<p"{x,B)

Since 7ii(F(x, B)) -* nx(V(x, Bd)) vanishes, nn is a (0, a")-isomorphism.

An argument of [S, p. 397] shows that tp"(x, B) is an honest (i.e., a (0, 0)-)

isomorphism. By Lemma 1.2, it now suffices to show that r\u is a (0, cnd)-

isomorphism for a suitable constant cn .

For this proof, we fix (x, B) and write U, V, Ur, and V for U(x, B),

V(x, B), U(x, Br), and V(x, Br), respectively. There is an exact sequence

...^^x\U,V)^Hqn'x)(U, V)^UHq(U, V)^J$"-l)(U,V)^---

where ^{n'l)(U, V) is the homology of A(U)/A(U, V)(n~xK By the ho-

mology analogue of Lemma 2.1, it suffices to show that <%^"~X\U, V) c„d-

vanishes. Since there is a short exact sequence A(U, F)("_1) —» A(U) —>

A(U)/A(U, F)(n_1), this means that we must show that the inclusion

i: A(U, F)("_1) -> A(U) induces a (0, c„a")-isomorphism on homology.

Let a: Aq —> U be a singular simplex. Following [S, pp. 392-3], we claim

that there is a map P(o) :A«x/-t Uqd such that

(i)   F(<r)(-,0) = a;
(ii)   P(o)(-, 1) £ A(U"d, V«dfn-V ;

(iii) if o £A(U, F)(""1),then F(cr)(-, l) = tr;and

(iv) if e': A*-1 -► Aq is the inclusion into the /th face, then P(o)(el x 1) =
P(oel).

The construction of P(o) is by induction on q . For q = 0, P(o) is simply a

path in U from the point rj(A°) to the basepoint in V, so the induction can

be started.
Next consider the inductive step from q - 1 to q when 1 < q < n - 1. If

o £ Aq(U, F)("_1>, let P(o) = on where n: Aq x I -» Aq is the projection. In

the general case, (i) and (iv) serve to define P(o)\(Aq x 0uA? x 7) as a map into

Uti-W . Since F(cr)|(A« x 0uA« x 7) maps Aq x 1 into V^-^d , it represents

an element a £ nq(U{q-X)d, V^-W). Since nq(U, V) ^-vanishes, jt(a) = 0

in nq(Uqd, Vqd). An extension with the desired properties can now be seen to

exist.
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Finally, consider the inductive step from q - 1 to q when q > n - 1 . As

before, let P(o) = on, if a £ Aq(U, V)(n~V . If o $ Aq(U, F)("-'), then any

extension of P(o)\(Aq x 0 U A* x 7) can be used. Note that an extension into

rj(n-\)d exjsts smce a<? x 7 retracts to (Aq x 0 U Aq x I).

The function a -+ F(rr)(-, 1) defines a chain map p such that p: A(U) —>

A(C/(',-1»d, rf"-1^)'"-1) by (iv); while (ii) shows that incl, = pi: A(U, KJO-')

-► A(c/("_1)'/, v(n-W)(«-i)m in addition, the maps P(o) can be used to con-

struct a chain homotopy incl, ~ ip: A(U) —> A^"-1^). It is now easy to finish
the proof.

3.  A SPECIAL CASE OF THE BOUNDED WHITEHEAD THEOREM

Let (X, p) be a bounded CW complex. We say nn(X) is uniformly locally

presented of bound d (cf. [AMI, p. 261] or [Pe]) if for every ball Fez,

(i)  p~xBd # 0 and

(ii) for every x £ p~xB, fi, is onto and ker/0« Q ker;, in the following

diagram where io ,i\, and j denote inclusions:

nn(p-xB,x)   -^ K„(X,x)

7. 1

nn(p-xBd,x) -► nn(X,x)

Let (X, p) be a bounded CW complex over Z and p: X -> X be the

universal cover of X. Then (X, pp) is also a bounded CW complex over Z .

In general, the spaces X(x, B), etc. in (0.2) cannot be replaced by the spaces

(pp)~xB, etc. If nn(X) is uniformly locally presented for 77 = 0, 1, then such

a substitution can be made and the following theorem is then a special case of

the Bounded Whitehead Theorem:

Theorem 3.1. Let f: (X, p) —► (Y, q) be a map of bound a between bounded

CW complexes over a metric space Z . Suppose that nn(X) and nn(Y) (n —

0, 1) are uniformly locally presented of bound b. Then f is a bounded homo-

topy equivalence if and only if

(1) for any x £ X, fi: n„(X, x) —> 7r„(y, f(x))   (77 = 0,1) is an isomor-

phism; and
(2) for some c > b and for every n > 2, every ball B c Z, and every

x £p~xB, we have imji, Cim/i» and ker To, c ker Jo* in the diagram

Hn((pp)-XB)   -^   Hn((qp)-xBa)

7~0. J1.

Hn((pp)-XB<) ——> Hn((qp)-XB"^)
A.

Here W -^ W is the universal cover of W ( W = X, Y) and f: (X, pp) —>

(Y, qp) is a lift of f to universal covers.
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The reader may augment this theorem with a bound Ln,m(<^, c, dx, dy)
for the homotopy equivalence obtained and formulate and prove the resulting

"thin" version.
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